
ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Question:  How important is the detail in a 
home?

Answer:  Proper attention to both interior and 
exterior detailing can make the difference  be-
tween having an indistinguishable home versus 
an impressive one, as well as indicate proof of 
quality. 
 Interior deal can involve a number of as-
pects.  Architecturally speaking it can include 
cornice moldings, tall ceilings, columns, chair 
rail, cathedral ceilings, skylights, use of natural 
material on the floor, counter tops, etc., as well 
as the actual flow and layout of the floor plan. 
 Accenting details come into play with col-
or, fabric, accessories, scents, music - all bring-
ing customized ambience to a room, beginning 
with the necessary furniture basics. It sets the 
stage to individualize your home. 
 Mood and style transpire with furniture 
design - clean, straight contemporary lines, Eu-
ropean or Asian flair, classic traditional keep-
ers, warm, down-home country, the list goes on. 
Wood selection, fabric textures and color are all 
vital choices that determine detail direction.
 Lighting is often overlooked but a very 
important element. It highlights and projects the 
room’s chosen mood and style.  Adequate light-
ing must be planned to include both function and 
mood, as well as to esthetically blend.
 To have or not to have window treatments 
becomes a detail that can completely change the 
look and feel of any given room.  Considerations 
should involve sun damage, privacy, style, color/
contrast/pattern needs to complete the ‘look’.
 The final detail to accessories - art, plants, 
pillows, vases, rugs, and so much more - is the 
connecting point for all other detail.  
 Bottom line, ‘detail’ IS a home! When 
properly combined, these elements transform a 
house into YOUR home.
    And we’ve not even yet touched the exterior!
 Email your interior decorating inquiry to:
                renee@jenningsfurniture.com
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